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	In the following I would outline the ongoing effort following a short introduction on Machine translation. reflecting the current state of Art of the system.

	Currently, Translation is essentially a human activity. It involves understanding and subjective interpretation of the source text and reproducing it into a target language. There is a tendency among Human translators  to translate "better" to appease the target readership producing often unfaithful translation of the original. It also involves time and effort which eventually cost more. However, Machines when translate neither they try to understand nor interpret the text, but mechanically convert the source language text into a target language text much faster and at low cost. Though, there remain many outstanding problems, it has become a reality at least in restricted domains and between some pairs of languages. A basic understanding of what goes on inside of an MT system requires a grasp of relatively some simple ideas and terminology particularly in Linguistics and Computer Science.

	In order to understand a text in a language grammatical knowledge alone is insufficient. In addition to grammatical knowledge, pragmatic knowledge (knowledge of the discourse dependent interpretation), Real World knowledge (or encyclopedic knowledge; ex. Little Johny was very upset. He lost his toy train. Then he found it. It was in his pen.  Here the ambiguous `pen' will be disambiguated only with the world knowledge that a piece like a 'toy train' can only  be fit in a pen `an enclosure for keeping animals or things etc.' not  `a tool used in writing') and cultural knowledge. Human beings are extremely good in processing nonlinguistic (non-grammatical or pragmatic, encyclopedic, and cultural knowledge: ex. ®©s[©«sV ¼½©«sõ Â¿ÁLi¿y ®ªsLi²T¶µj¶), it seems trivial for us to assume the spoon is not eaten but only used as instrument of eating; This sort of knowledge is gathered not through the information given in the linguistic input but from the world knowledge. We soon get tired and become weary in processing grammatical knowledge routinely for longer periods. Whereas machines
are extremely fast in processing grammatical information but very bad at and slow in handling pragmatic, encyclopedic and cultural knowledge. Simply, today we neither have the necessary technology nor the theoretical know-how to impart that knowledge to the machine so that it would translate like human being. In this current state of affairs building a Fully Automatic General Purpose Machine Translating system is impossible in near future.  However, needs are such that one has to look for alternatives. We may recall that man wanted to fly like birds but the lack of biotechnology to fly like birds by `flapping wings' did not deter him from creating an alternative i.e. building a machine which would eventually carry him in the sky achieving the similar effect. Similarly the story can be repeated. The secret, however is in working the hard way. What we can do is divide appropriately, the entire translation process into two distinct tasks between machine and man i.e. the mechanical part will be executed by the computer and the remaining part will be left for the man who post-edits the output text using online knowledge databases. This procedure has the  advantage of checking the  errors made by machine besides the  interpretation of ambiguous text left to the man who can deal with them more efficiently. This is necessary because being able to draw conclusions that are compatible with the real world knowledge is fundamental to how people use language and interpret it in the context.  However, the task of providing the machine the necessary grammatical information is not simple. This may involve the linguist in writing many hundreds, may be even thousands of linguistic rules requiring the software interpreting and processing these rules be reasonably fast and evolutionary i.e. allowing to expand when needed without changing the main design. Otherwise, further development will be seriously impeded with severe consequences both for speed and subsequent system maintenance.  The amount of linguistic work to be done in developing a reasonably working system is enormous. The following examples of English and their being rendered into Telugu would suffice to grasp the amount of work involved:

English is a fixed word (word-group) order language where as Telugu is not.  Therefore require a lot of processing involving transposition, addition, deletion and substitution of words or word groups. Moreover, the two languages belong to two distinct cultural groups, i.e. their world view is different and which is manifested in the language resulting in  the lack of one-to-one correspondence between the so called word equivalents. This  makes the translation rather difficult and odd to read.


I. In a large number of simple structures English sentences can  be rendered into    Telugu more or less in a reverse order:

1. He1 killed2 the tiger3 with4 a rifle5: -> Te. 1,5432 or 54321
   ªy²R¶V »R½VFyNTP »][ xmsoÖÁ¬s ¿RÁLiFy²R¶V
     alternatively  
 
   »R½VFyNTP »][ xmsoÖÁ¬s ¿RÁLiFy²R¶V ªy²R¶V 

2. All1 the tall-students2 of3 Physics4 with5 black-hair6 -> 654321
   ©«sÌýÁcÇÁÙÈíÁV6 D©«sõ5 zmnsÑÁN`P=4 (¹¸¶VVNRPä3) F~²R¶\®ªs©«scsµyùLóRiVÌÁV2 @LiµR¶LRiW1
  
II. In English, it often requires, distant words to be  grouped  together when translated into Telugu:

3. No-sooner1 had2 he3 entered4 the house5 than6 Ram7 came8 -> 354-21-678
   ªy²R¶V BLiÉýÜ[NTP úxms®ªs[bPLiÀÁ©«sc@Li»R½ÍÜ[®©s[ LSª«sVV²R¶V ª«s¿yè²R¶V

4. Who1 did2  you3 say4 had5 left6 the garage7 open8. -> 314-278-6-5
   ©«sVª«so* Fsª«sLji¬s @©yõª«so gSlLi[ÒÁ ¾»½LjiÀÁª«sµj¶ÖÁ®ªsÎýØ²R¶¬s

(numbers separated by hyphens indicate the corresponding words
 needed local grouping) 
 
III. Prepositions in English often have to be  interpreted differently depending on the following noun. This requires that nouns in English need to be specified for their semantic features in the dictionary and a rule has to make selection of  the corresponding  Telugu equivalent:

5. The man1 in2 the blue-shirt3 with4 white-stripes5 bought6 a toy7.->5432176
   ¾»½ÌýÁc¿yLRiÌÁV D©«sõ ¬dsÌÁLic¿]NSä(ÍÜ[) ª«sV¬sztsQ ËÜª«sVø©«sV N]©yõ²R¶V

6. He1 killed2 the tiger3 with4 white-stripes5: -> Te. 15432
   ªy²R¶V ¾»½ÌýÁc¿yLRiÌÁV D©«sõ xmsoÖÁ¬s ¿RÁLiFy²R¶V 

Compare this with the following:

7. He1 killed2 the tiger3 with4 a rifle5: -> 15432
   ªy²R¶V »R½VFyNTP »][ xmsoÖÁ¬s ¿RÁLiFy²R¶V

The same preposition `with' is alternatively rendered  as `D©«sõ' and  "»][' depending on whether the following noun is used as [-instrument] or [+instrument]. This feature should be added to all nouns appropriately.

IV. There are no lexical equivalents in Telugu for negative pronouns and adverbs of English whenever the latter occur they involve complex processing to render them into Telugu.

8. Never1 did2 I3 write4 such5 letters6 before7 this8 -> 13875641
   FsxmsöV²R¶W ®©s[©«sV BÍØLiÉÓÁ D»R½òLSÌÁV BLi»R½NRPV ª«sVV©«sVxmso LS¸R¶VÛÍÁ[µR¶V
 
9. Nobody1 knows2 where3 the oranges4 were5 grown6 first7 ->1-23476-5
   Fsª«sLRiW FsLRiVgRiLRiV FsNRPä²R¶ ©yLjiLiÇÁÌÁV ®ªsVVµR¶ÈÁ |msLi¿RÁÊÁ²ïy¹¸¶W 

The word `never1' has to be split as ever = `FsxmsöV²R¶W + negative' and the negative part of it has to be merged with the verb i.e. `did_write+ negative' to get the Telugu equivalent `LS¸R¶VÛÍÁ[µR¶V'; Similar are words like nobody, none, nowhere, nothing etc.

V. The meaning or interpretation of verbs often depends on the nouns (objects); the verb kill has two senses `1.@Li»R½Li_Â¿Á[¸R¶VV/2.¿RÁLixmso'; though the sense 1 covers 2 it is but less acceptable.
 
10. Finally he killed the process
    ÀÁª«sLjiNTP ªy²R¶V ¿RÁLRiù©«sV @Li»R½LiÂ¿Á[aS²R¶V 
     *ÀÁª«sLjiNTP ªy²R¶V ¿RÁLRiù©«sV ¿RÁLiFy²R¶V 

11. Finally he killed the tiger
    ?!ÀÁª«sLjiNTP ªy²R¶V xmsoÖÁ¬s @Li»R½LiÂ¿Á[aS²R¶V 
    ÀÁª«sLjiNTP ªy²R¶V xmsoÖÁ¬s ¿RÁLiFy²R¶V 
   
VI. Certain inflected words have different functions in English in different grammatical contexts. For example a verb-form ending in  -ing (gerund) needs to be translated in different ways according to various grammatical contexts. 
12.   men1 running2 on3 the road4 are  my5 friends6 -> 432156
     L][²ïR¶V dsVµR¶ "xmsLjilgi»R½Vò»R½V©«sõ' ª«sV©«sVxtsvÌÁV ©y }qsõz¤¦¦¦»R½VÌÁV
   
13.   I1 saw2 them3 running4 on5 the road6 ->165432/136542 
        a. ®©s[©«sV L][²ïR¶V dsVµR¶ "xmsLjilgi»R½Vò»R½V©«sõ'ªyÎýÏÁ©«sV ¿RÁWaS©«sV
        b. ®©s[©«sV ªyÎýÏÁ©«sV L][²ïR¶V dsVµR¶ "xmsLjilgi»R½Vò»R½W' ¿RÁWaS©«sV
        c. ®©s[©«sV ªyÎýÏÁ©«sV L][²ïR¶V dsVµR¶ "xmsLjilgi»R½ò²R¶Li' ¿RÁWaS©«sV
         
        b and c have  different senses.

14.  Running is hazardous to health
     "xmsLjilgi»R½ò²R¶Li' AL][gSù¬sNTP ¥¦¦¦¬sNRPLRiLi 

VII. Cleft sentences in English cannot be rendered into Telugu in a  straight-forwarded way. Certain ad hoc rules may be required.

15. It1 was2 Barat3 who4 Ram5 gave6 his7 sandals8 to9 ->5786-4-139
    LSª«sVV²R¶V »R½©«s FyµR¶VNRPÌÁV BÀÁè©«sµj¶ Ë³ÏÁLRi»R½V²T¶NTP
      The Telugu verbform `BÀÁè©«sµj¶' is generated from gave+who+it(6-4-1)

The above examples are few but give an inkling of the complexity involved.

Any machine translation effort must use a syntactic parser at least to identify syntactic categories. Building a parser involves tremendous amount of time  and manpower. The existing parsers have taken on an of 4 years for development and continue to be upgraded. Some of these are available for free under GPL license.  The other crucial component of machine translation is `bilingual dictionary' which in this case is developed on a pilot study determining the coverage of dictionary entries in a Telugu corpus. Whereas in the existing dictionaries the entries were selected randomly and not based on frequency and coverage.
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